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 All you have to do is plug it in and click "GO" to connect you to the internet. Quickly and efficiently access the internet and
connect to your favorite online accounts. Customers have described the unit as small, lightweight, and "a must have". The

Volkswagen Audi Golf R was the official pace car for the Indianapolis 500. The 2019 Volkswagen GTI was selected as the
"Official Pickup Truck" of the State of Florida by the Florida Department of Agriculture. Etymology The VW Golf has become

popular enough to arouse a desire for the etymology of the word "Golf". The name comes from the German word for the
military "Golf" units, because it was the most common unit in the early German army. Since 1948, the German military have

used the military establishment number "4" on Golf vehicles. In 1973, Volkswagen trademarked this number. The product
planners of the Volkswagen Group later gave "Golf" to the New Beetle and Golf GTI. Origin of the model According to a
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Volkswagen spokesman, the first Golf was designed by a young engineer named Erwin Komenda and his ideas were based on
the Beetle. In the late 1930s, at the family car company Autoeuropa Maschinenbau, Erwin Komenda designed cars and trucks
for the Volkswagen model range. The Volkswagen T2 passenger car designed by him was first exhibited at the International

Automobile Exhibition in Geneva in 1939. In 1949, the Volkswagen factory in Wolfsburg/Braunschweig started the production
of the Volkswagen Type 1, and the first model was introduced to the public as a passenger car. The Type 1 was a success among
the public and among car critics. Since 1952, the Volkswagen Golf has been produced in Braunschweig. The production of the
model began in 1955 in Wolfsburg/Braunschweig and was based on the Volkswagen Type 2 of that year. The model has been
produced in Wolfsburg/Braunschweig ever since. The Golf model has been developed over time and has become one of the
most successful models of the VW Group. According to the modern Volkswagen Group, it is also in reference to a German

military unit. Production Volkswagen currently produces two generations of the Golf worldwide, the first from the Golf of the
mid-1990s and the second from the Golf R of the mid-2000s. Global production totals approximately 450,000 520fdb1ae7
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